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In 2040, the Third World War took place, the country's border changed, and the modern war entered a new era after the Minister of Defense signed a contract with CS to implement the Dead Target project: turning prisoners into super-bad ones. CS infected the city to prove that they are serious. A special commando team has been hired to gather information
before the army can open Operation Apocalypse. Witness stunning 3D graphics with detailed textures - Enjoy realistic sound effects and music - Bring crash-death zombies that haunt you. Be a killer to kill zombies in style with an epic weapons system - Enjoy the feeling to kill the big onslaught of zombies pushing you. Ragdoll implemented to bring you the
epic feeling ever - Guns have different sound effects to represent their versions of real life - zombies come with many forms and capabilities - Big Boss look like a crazy Terminator to hunt you down. In 2040, the Third World War took place, the country's border changed, and the modern war entered a new era after the Minister of Defense signed a contract
with CS to implement the Dead Target project: turning prisoners into super-bad ones. CS infected the city to prove that they are serious. A special commando team has been hired to gather information before the army can open Operation Apocalypse. Bring crash death to the zombies that are chasing you. Be a killer to kill zombies in style with an epic
weapons system - Upgrade your gears to deal with the zombies coming waves - Shooting Time experience 3D as zombie zombie hunters come with many shapes and capabilities - Big Boss looks like a crazy terminator to hunt you down. - Keep your rank to unlock deadly weapons and be a true killer - Full quest to rank and unlock colder objects In 2040,
World War III has occurred, the country's border has changed, the modern war has entered a new era after the Secretary of Defense signed a contract with CS Corporation to carry out the Dead Target project: turn prisoners into super bad. CS infected the city to prove that they are serious. A special commando team has been hired to gather information
before the army can open Operation Apocalypse. Be a killer to kill zombies in style with an epic weapons system - Upgrade your gears to encounter upcoming zombie waves - Shooting Time 3D experience as a zombie hunter - zombies come with many forms and abilities - Big Boss look like a crazy terminator who preys on you. Explore modern warfare with
a variety of solid weapons. In 2040, the Third World War took place, the country's border changed, the modern Came into a new era after the Secretary of Defense signed a contract with CS corporation for the implementation of the dead Target project: to turn prisoners into super-bad. CS infected the city to prove that they are serious. A special commando
team has been hired to gather information before the army can open the open Operation Apocalypse. Explore modern warfare with a variety of solid weapons. It can easily get different weapons without agriculture. The zombies prevent the leak and channel the dashboard safely. - Clear zombies in the hospital for treatment looking - Stop the zombies from
entering the subway network and spread through the city and village - Defend the front line that failed - zombies come with many forms and abilities - Big Boss look like a crazy Terminator who hunts you. In 2040, the Third World War took place, the country's border changed, and the modern war entered a new era after the Secretary of Defense signed a
contract with CS for the Dead Target project: to turn prisoners into super-bad ones. CS infected the city to prove that they are serious. A special commando team has been hired to gather information before the army can open Operation Apocalypse. Enjoy the feeling to kill the big zombie attack pushing you. Choose your way to destroy all the zombies: aim for
the head, cut the branch and shredded like a little grenade worm Nova. The zombies come with many shapes and abilities - Big Boss looks like a crazy terminator who preys on you. Explore modern warfare with a variety of solid weapons. It can easily get different weapons without agriculture. In 2040, the third world war that occurred, the country's border
changed, the modern war moved into a new era after the Minister of Defense signed a contract with the CS Society to carry out the project Dead Target: to turn prisoners into super evil. CS infected the city to prove that they are serious. A special commando team was hired to gather information before the army was able to open Operation Apocalypse.
However, almost everyone is dead, you and Agent M are the only survivor. Upgrade your gear to deal with upcoming zombie waves - Time shooting 3D experience as a zombie hunter - Complete all the achievements and quests to compete with your friends - Set your nerve at the highest level to deal with different types of zombies and dead target: zombies
are free to play where a huge wave of zombies come to you like a tsunami. Enjoy the feeling of killing a big zombie attack pushing towards you. In 2040, the third world war that occurred, the country's border changed, the modern war moved into a new era after the Minister of Defense signed a contract with the CS Society to carry out the project Dead Target:
to turn prisoners into super evil. However, CS betrayed and threatened to provoke an epidemic of zombies. CS infected the city to prove that they are serious. A special commando team was hired to gather information before the army was able to open the operation Bring the crushing death of the zombies that are on your heels. Be a killer to kill zombies in
style with an epic weapon system - Upgrade your gear to fight the upcoming zombie waves - Time shooting 3D experience as a zombie hunter hunter patients who can attack in a wide range. Sometimes shooting on the head is not the best way, think like a sniper, before deciding to attack In 2040, the third world war that happened, the border of the country
has changed, the modern war has advanced to a new era after the Minister of Defense signed a contract with the CS Society to carry out the project Dead Target: to turn prisoners into super evil. This is evidenced by the superb 3D graphics with detailed textures - Enjoy the realistic sound effect and music - Bring the crushing death of the zombies that are on
your heels. 3D graphics with realistic lighting to introduce zombie infections and Ragdoll implemented to bring you the highest epic feeling ever - Keep ratings to unlock deadly weapons and be a real killer - Explore modern warfare with a variety of solid weapons. Protecting the front line, which was absent, having inspected a prison called hell on earth, where
no plant can live. In 2040, the third world war that occurred, the country's border changed, the modern war moved into a new era after the Minister of Defense signed a contract with the CS Society to carry out the project Dead Target: to turn prisoners into super evil. However, CS betrayed and threatened to provoke an epidemic of zombies. This is evidenced
by the superb 3D graphics with detailed textures - Enjoy the realistic sound effect and music - Bring the crushing death of the zombies that are on your heels. Be a killer to kill zombies in style with an epic weapons system - zombies come with many shapes and abilities - Big Boss looks like a crazy terminator that haunts you. Protecting the front line, which
was absent, having inspected a prison called hell on earth, where no plant can live. Live.
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